Facial pattern of patients with post-foramen incisor cleft
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Objective: The assessment and establishment of the facial growth pattern for patients with a cleft palate.

Material: This cross-sectional retrospective study was based on front and profile photos of a sample of 71 patients at the HRAC-USP, 22 males and 49 females, Brazilians, young adults, with a mean age of 17 years 8 months, without previous orthodontic treatment and no associated syndromes. The method was the subjective facial diagnosis based on technical concepts, that is, the qualitative morphologic analysis of the face through clinical examination. Individuals were classified as Pattern I, II, III, Long Face or Short Face.

Results: The distribution found with the frontal morphologic analysis was: Pattern I (69%), II (6%), III (7%), Long (18%) and Short (0%). As for the profile morphologic analysis, the distribution was: Pattern I (35%), II (38%), III (10%), Long (17%) and Short (0%). The distribution observed in the frontal analysis was very positive, since individuals Pattern I prevailed. For the profile evaluation, the anterior-posterior dysplasias were essentially shown, significantly increasing their participation. Long Face Pattern maintained a balance in both ratings and Short Face Pattern was not found in the sample used, probably related to the low prevalence in the general population.

Conclusion: The prevalence of different Facial Patterns for patients with cleft palate was similar to that found in individuals without cleft.
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INTRODUCTION

Cleft lip and/or palate are congenital malformations that occur in the embryonic period and involve numerous consequences that can follow a person throughout life. The morphological change clinically manifested is variable and may involve the lip, palate or lip and palate.28

The cleft palate, which corresponds to about 23% of cleft patients,9 the object of study of this work, appears in the prenatal life, the period between late embryonic and early fetal periods, specifically between the eighth and twelfth week of pregnancy, during which it is fused the secondary palate. The formation of the secondary palate comprises: 1) The growth of two individual palatal processes, one on each side, originated from the inner part of the maxillary processes, 2) the elevation of palatal processes obliquely positioned on each side of the tongue, and 3) finally, medial growth toward the midline to the junction of two palatine processes, which culminates in the disappearance of the epithelium that covers and individualizes it, characterized by a biological mechanism called “mesodermization”. These events occur until the twelfth week of prenatal life. The fusion failure of the palatine processes, due to the absence of any of these events described above, determines the cleft palate, which morphological diversity varies in length from a cleft uvula to the full impairment of the palate when it reaches the incisive foramen (Fig 2).8 They can be classified as complete or incomplete and aggravating from posterior to anterior. It is believed in extra-genetic etiology for cleft palate, although it has been mentioned that several genes are involved in the formation of palate.11,18

The Hospital for Rehabilitation of Craniofacial Anomalies (HRAC-USP) set a routine therapy that establishes the performance of palatoplasty at 12 months old. It seems obvious the logic to reconstruct the morphology and then seek an adjustment of the functions developed by the nasopharyngeal system.19

The anatomical restoration of cleft palate aims to develop normal speech, protection of the nasal respiratory mucosa and better functioning of the Eustachian tube. There is a consensus that the earlier the palatoplasty is performed, the better the functional responses.16 In patients with cleft palate, palatoplasty may negatively influence the sagittal maxillary performance, according to analysis of malar projection on the face, although it does not compromise the facial behavior pattern.29

The configuration of the dentofacial characteristics of patients with cleft lip and/or palate has been based on cephalometry. In this context, the cephalometric pattern of patients with cleft palate displays difference in relation to cephalometric normative.27 Due to lack of literature reports describing the facial pattern of patients with this type of cleft, there is the necessity of a larger study that is not based solely on the cephalometric pattern but also in the facial morphology.

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study was to diagnose the facial growth pattern in patients with cleft palate using facial morphological analysis, through frontal and profile assessments, defining the classification based on the concept of pattern suggested by Capelozza Filho.5

MATERIAL AND METHODS

For this retrospective cross-sectional study were selected frontal and profile photographs based on existing orthodontic records, 71 patients enrolled at HRAC-USP (Fig 1), 22 males and 49 females, Brazilian, Caucasian, young adults in permanent dentition stage, an average of 17 years and 8 months old, with no history of orthodontic treatment nor associated syndromes.

The sample distribution is in agreement with the literature, where there is a greater consensus on the frequency of cleft palate in women.26,27

The post-surgical morphological changes, so remarkable in cleft lip and palate, ultimately redesign the maxilla during growth, they do not esthetic compromise the cleft palate maxillas, proving that palatoplasty does not induce changes in the facial pattern of patients with cleft palate.1,2,26,29 Based on this concept, we classified the operated and non-operated patients disregarding the variable “surgery intervention”.

The photographs were prepared, standardized and assembled on round black backgrounds through specific computer program (Adobe Photoshop CS2) and they were printed in size 10 x 15 cm, in order to create a photo album. The album had two photographs per page of each patient: a frontal and a profile picture. Aiming to eliminate a possible influence of incorrect head posture,4 the photographs were assembled on
round black backgrounds (Fig 3). Thus the examiner defined the Frankfort’s horizontal plane (Fig 4) in the image and, in case of not being parallel to the ground, correctly oriented the photo in the album on the proper position for evaluation.

The two examiners, orthodontists at HRAC-USP, assigned scores based on technical concepts, consisting only of qualitative morphological analysis of the face performed in two assessments and did not receive prior calibration about the photographs of this study. The purpose of the absence of calibration was to make sure that only the individual impressions were recorded when it comes to facial growth pattern of the patients. For the first assessment, the album was delivered to the examiners and they were instructed to evaluate the photographs for 1 minute and diagnose patients according to the growth pattern for the frontal view and profile: a) Pattern I, b) Pattern II, c) Pattern III d) Long Facial Pattern e) Short Facial Pattern. At this stage the examiners did not know that they would perform a second evaluation intended to verify the intra-examiner match-up. A second assessment was done 10 days after the first, and the same instructions were given.

Pattern I is identified in a normal face. When there is a malocclusion, it is only dental, not associated with any sagittal or vertical skeletal discrepancy (Fig 5). Patterns II and III (Figs 6 and 7) are characterized respectively by the positive and negative sagittal balance between maxilla and mandible. In the Long (Fig 8) and Short Facial Patterns (Fig 9) there is

Figure 1 - Gender distribution for total sample.

Figure 2 - A) Different extensions of cleft palate: In uvula (incomplete cleft palate); B) different extensions of cleft palate: In the soft palate (incomplete cleft palate); C) different extensions of cleft palate, partial hard palate (incomplete cleft palate); D) different extensions of cleft palate, total hard palate (complete cleft palate).
a vertical discrepancy. In patients with skeletal discrepancies, malocclusions are usually consequences of these disharmonies.

On the profile assessment, the Pattern I is characterized by a moderate degree of convexity. The maxillary expression on the face is identified by the presence of the zygomatic projection and infraorbital depression, which can be verified also in the front view. The nasal base line, slightly inclined to the anterior, shows proper maxillary position. The rictus nasogenniano with a slight posterior inclination, completes the assessment of the maxillary balance. The nasolabial angle evaluates the nasal base in relation to the upper lip, which position is largely determined by the inclination of upper incisors. Therefore, this angle may be appropriated, open or closed in Pattern I patients, as a consequence of the position of the upper front teeth, regardless the good maxillary position, always observed in these patients.5,20,24

The maxillary balance (size, shape and position) may be verified on profile assessment through the mentocervical angle. It should be expressive without being excessive and tend to parallelism with the Camper’s Plane. This parallelism contributes to a proper mentocervical angle. In addition, it is expected an esthetically pleasing mentalabial sulcus and built with equal participation of the lip and chin.5

Patients from patterns II and III present sagittal discrepancy between the maxilla and identified mandible, mainly on the lateral face assessment. Individuals classified as Pattern I in front view and in profile II or III have a better prognosis when compared to patterns II or III in front and side view, in which the unbalance is severe enough to be identified in the frontal assessment due to its vertical consequences. Pattern II presents increased facial convexity as a result of maxillary excess, rarer, or by mandibular deficiency. Generally, it is observed a maxilla with good expression on the face, while the lower third is deficient with a short mentocervical angle.22

In Pattern III, the facial convexity presents a decrease,22 resulting in a straight profile or rarely concave, due to maxillary deficiency, mandibular prognathism or the combination of both. The middle facial height tends to look deficient, even if it is normal, because the mandibular excess dislocate to anterior the soft tissue of the maxilla, masking the zygomatic projection reading.5 The lower face tends to increase, especially in prognathism, and the mentocervical angle looks normal in maxillary deficiency individuals or excessive in the prognathous.

The patients classified as Long and Short Facial Patterns have a visible vertical unconformity in the front and profile evaluations.5 The long facial pattern is characterized by excessive facial height, resulting in the absence of lip sealing, increased facial convexity, weak maxilla expression and short mentocervical angle.7 The Short Facial Pattern patient is identified by disabilities in the vertical dimensions, compressed lips, maxilla with appropriate position and high mentocervical angle, due to counterclockwise rotation of the mandible.5

To perform the analysis of inter and intra-examiner
Figure 5 - A) Frontal facial photograph of a Pattern I patient with cleft palate; B) facial profile photograph of a Pattern I patient with cleft palate.

Figure 6 - A) Photograph of frontal facial Pattern II patients with cleft palate; B) facial profile photograph of a Pattern II patient with cleft palate.

Figure 7 - A) Frontal facial photograph of a patient with Pattern III cleft palate; B) facial profile photograph of Pattern III patient with cleft palate.
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Figure 8 - A) Frontal facial photograph of a Long Facial Pattern patient with cleft palate. B) Facial profile photograph of a Long Facial Pattern patient with cleft palate.

Figure 9 - A) Frontal facial photograph of a Short Facial Pattern patient. B) Profile facial photograph of a Short Facial Pattern patient.

data, the Kappa statistic was used, and the confidence intervals were constructed by the methods proposed by Donner and Eliasziw.

RESULTS

The facial morphological analysis is the main diagnosis tool to determine the Facial Pattern that refers to treatment protocols and specific prognostic in different age groups.

This study, aiming to define the prevalence of different patterns for individuals with cleft palate, yielded the values shown in figures 10 and 11, with Kappa values ranging from 0.76 to 0.98 for the frontal analysis and 0.81 to 0.98 for the profile in the intra-examiner assessment, with a high level of agreement. Kappa statistics in assessing inter-examiner ranged from 0.45 to 0.79 for the frontal analysis and from 0.45 to 0.79 for the profile, with a rate of moderate to substantial agreement.

DISCUSSION

The distribution observed in the frontal aspect was potentially positive regarding the esthetic point of view, since Pattern I individuals were predominant in this analysis (69%), similar to results obtained in studies with patients without cleft, to the different patterns, not including Long Face and Short Face, where the pattern I obtained 85% of the sample.

Once the profile was considered, the distribution changed significantly. This difference in ratings for Patterns in the frontal and profile, called index of
incompatibility was 35% for the total sample, the same value found in patients without cleft. This change was clearly expressed by the migration of individuals classified as frontal Pattern I to the Patterns III and especially II, by the profile classification. As suggested by Reis, it is in this norm — the profile — that the malocclusions of Patterns II and III, anteroposterior dysplasia, are essentially expressed. The present work noticed the prevalence of 38% and 10% respectively in the Patterns II and III in the profile. Thus, following the higher prevalence of malocclusions in the Pattern II, many individuals that presented it with a less significant magnitude, were not marked in the frontal analysis of the face, being classified as Pattern I (32%). The same happened, in lower proportions, with Standard III (3%).

For the prevalence of Pattern I individuals, we must consider them only when the classification is repeated for the front and profile, so the prevalence would be 35%, similar to the projection for the general population of individuals without cleft, considering the characteristics of sample, in which patients with vertical discrepancies were not included.

From the cephalometric point of view, individuals with cleft palate present a retrognathic mature face, however, with an acceptable sagittal relation between the apical bases. This satisfactory sagittal relation is followed by a facial growth with a predominant vertical component, due to mandibular structural morphology, facilitating clockwise rotation, regardless previous therapeutic approaches. The Long Facial Pattern, vertical discrepancy visible in front and profile assessments, is an average prevalence deformity. In a recent study, the prevalence was of 14.06% for Brazilians, between 12 and 15 years old, from this group, 0.68% have a deformity severe enough to justify the indication for an orthodontic surgical treatment. In this study, the frontal and profile evaluations had balanced results (18 and 17% respectively), similar to literature.

The Short Facial Pattern, due to the low prevalence in the general population, has a negative vertical discrepancy, not being found in the sample used, probably due to the predominance of vertical growth in individuals with cleft palate.

CONCLUSION

This study found the prevalence of different Patterns for individuals with cleft palate by qualitative morphological facial analysis, suggesting that:

- The prevalence of several Patterns for patients with cleft palate was similar to the one of individuals without cleft;
- Regarding the esthetic point of view, the distribution in the frontal aspect was very positive, since Pattern I individuals prevailed;
- Analyzing the profile, the anteroposterior dysplasias were expressed in essence, increasing significantly their participation;
- The Long Facial Pattern, presenting a vertical discrepancy visible in the frontal and profile assessments, maintained balanced in both evaluations.
- The Short Facial Pattern was not found in the sample used, which is probably related to the low prevalence in the general population.
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